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Bright red-orange Great flavor, nearly coreless Good for use as baby carrots Cylindrical roots grow to 7 inches Widely adapted, stores well 65-75 days
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Dark purple roots.7-8" tapered roots with sweet flavor, similar to Purple Haze. Color fades when cooked. Tall, strong, healthy tops. Imperator type. Avg. 293,400 seeds/lb. Packet: 750 seeds. 
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Unique, coral-red roots.These attractive, uniform, 9" carrots are best cooked to deepen the color and improve the texture. The strong carrot flavor is great for stews and vegetable dishes. Medium-small tops. Imperator type. Avg. 285,800 seeds/lb. Packet: 750 seeds. 
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Pure white roots.Crisp, sweet flavor. Cylindrical roots avg. 8-9" long. Adaptable to difficult growing conditions. Tall tops. Nantes X Imperator type. 
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Small round Parisian Market type.Atlas's small root size, 1 1/2-2" diameter, makes this a great variety for shallow soils. Good flavor and root uniformity. Short tops. NOTE: For round roots, be sure to provide even moisture. Drought stress will result in an elongated shape.
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Just as its name shouts, this carrot is small and very sweet. The ideal selection for party trays. It matures early; it is petite at just 3½ inches by about ¾ inches; and, it is uniformly thick, smooth, thin-skinned and small-cored. 
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75 days. One of the sweetest, this variety was introduced in 1929 and is a large stump-rooted carrot with a deep red-orange center, great for juicing or fresh eating. A good market variety that is smooth and refined in shape. 
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